CONQUEROR

Conquerors are ex-prisoners and forced conscripts who have risen to the rank of elite soldier. Originally pressed into military service as sword fodder, those who are skilled enough to survive are promoted out of the rank and file and given heavy infantry training. They are heavily armored warriors, relying on a defensive style and their massive flails to whittle away at their opponent’s stamina until they fall under the Conquerors’ massive onslaught.
Conquerors still wear remnants of their past life as prisoners, the most visible one being the massive chains that still circle the forearm that wields their deadly flail.
CONQUEROR - 360° VIEW (FEMALE)
Conquerors still wear remnants of their past life as prisoners, the most visible one being the massive chains that still circle the forearm that wields their deadly flail.
FOOTMAN'S FLAIL

The flail is one of the most vicious weapons used by the heavy infantry of the Iron Legion. They are made of heavy iron chains linking a stout wooden handle to a massive steel-spiked ball. The flail inflicts massive wounds through concussion as it crushes both armor and bones.
THANK YOU

Thank you Warrior! We hope you found this cosplay reference guide useful. Please share your creation with us on Facebook and Twitter using #ForHonor.
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